
 
MUCH MORE THAN MOST.

Some automobiles merely satisfy. A rare few overachieve, 

exceeding your expectations in every measurable way. 

Mercury Grand Marquis is just such an automobile.

THE 2006 MERCURY GRAND MARQUIS.

With liquid-smooth V-8 power, an abundance of interior room, and exterior styling 

that’s new for 2006, Grand Marquis is an automobile designed to please.



THE UNLIMITED DELIGHTS OF EXPANSIVE LIVING SPACE.

The Mercury Grand Marquis passenger cabin is the most spacious 

of any car in its class,* easily accommodating six adults. Those 

fortunate six will travel in a sumptuously appointed automobile. 

Distinctive wood-grain accents combine with available leather 

trim to create a richly elegant environment. Yet this vehicle’s 

most endearing feature may well be its outstanding safety record.  

Grand Marquis is the only vehicle in its class to achieve the 

government’s five-star front crash-test rating for 11 years in a row. 

What could be more pleasing?

*Standard six-passenger Large Car class.



THE IMPECCABLE MANNERS OF A FINELY CRAFTED SEDAN.

Mercury Grand Marquis is engineered to transport a driver and 

five passengers in quiet comfort. Yet this automobile is at once 

very capable. Its 4.6-liter SOHC V-8 pours 224 liquid-smooth 

horsepower into a four-speed electronic automatic overdrive 

transmission. Rear-drive configuration ensures steering precision 

and handling confidence. Should slippery roads cause a loss of 

adhesion, available All-Speed Traction Control regulates the 

throttle and brakes as required to help regain traction. In brief, 

Grand Marquis excels at those things that please drivers most.



TEST DRIVE THE 
2006 MERCURY GRAND MARQUIS. 
Visit Shopping Tools at mercuryvehicles.com 

to locate your nearest Dealer and schedule 

a test drive. Or, if you prefer, you can call 

888-566-8888.

EIGHT WAYS COMFORTABLE.
An eight-way power driver’s seat helps ensure a comfortable 

driving position. The controls are designed in the shape of a 

seat for simple and intuitive operation.

AT YOUR SERVICE.
Grand Marquis’ available overhead console incorporates 

dome/map lamps, an electronic digital compass and a universal 

garage door opener that can operate three remote devices.

THAT WARM FEELING.
Available heated front seats help ensure both driver  

and passenger comfort on cold mornings.

FINGERTIP FUNCTIONALITY.
The available wood- and leather-trimmed steering wheel features 

switches for speed control, audio system and climate control.

https://secure.mercuryvehicles.com/shoptools/test_drive.asp?vehicle=grandmarquis



